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BUSH-CLINTON 9/11 LINKED
BEAR STEARNS
“RHINELAND FUNDING”
CONSPIRACY
by Tom Heneghan

BushFraud and Hillary Clinton
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As CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton’s poll numbers collapse,
the unelectable LOSER is losing her temper and acting like a mentally
unstable, out of control “Brittney Spears”.
Hillary does want to MANDATE and force the American People to buy
health care from multi-national insurance companies and register the
names of the entire U.S. population in a massive electronic healthcare
data base.

THIS IS “BIG BROTHER” OF THE WORST ORDER!

Maurice “Hank” Greenberg
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Hillary’s plan also wants to fine American citizens who refuse to
buy insurance from her stooge insurance companies, like MEGA
MOSSAD Maurice “Hank” Greenberg’s 9/11 linked American
Insurance Group (AIG).
Greenberg’s 9/11 linked American Insurance Group (AIG) would
be the major beneficiary of Hillary’s Healthcare-Gate scam.
Reference: Today’s latest Zogby International polls show Senator
Obama with a 14 point lead over Hillary Clinton in a national poll, 52%
to 38%.
Zogby also shows Obama with a 47%-40% lead in a national match up
with presumed Republican presidential nominee John McCain.
On the other hand, Zogby International shows that McCain would defeat
the unelectable LOSER Hillary 50% to 38% in landslide-like fashion.
This type of result would blow out the Democratic majority in Congress.
Note: That is why we call the UNELECTABLE Hillary the “Brittney
Spears” of American Politics.
Just like in 1994 when Hillary’s healthcare fiasco blew out the
Democratic majority in Congress, like “Brittney Spears”, Hillary, IF given
the Democratic nomination, will gladly sing “Oops, I did it again”.
The concept of an electronic healthcare database with the names and
social security numbers of ALL American citizens controlled by the
alleged U.S. government is extremely outlandish.

This dovetails directly with the never elected occupunk, White House
pResident, George W. Bushfraud, attempt to continue to violate the law
and ILLEGALLY spy on the American People.
We can now report that the pResident Bushfraud is blackmailing the
U.S. Congress and has withdrawn hundreds of thousands of dollars in
government contracts from the Qwest Communications company as
RETALIATION for Qwest’s refusal to go along with ILLEGAL
TREASONOUS ESPIONAGE against U.S. citizens.

AND, OF COURSE, IT GETS WORSE!

Joe Nacchio, former Qwest CEO
suffers ILLEGAL retaliation by Bushfraud
AP Photo/Ed Andrieski
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The Bushfraud Justice Department under the leadership of then
Attorney General Alberto Gonzalez launched a BOGUS insider trading
indictment against Qwest CEO Joseph Nacchio.
This mis-use of the U.S. Justice Department is a MASSIVE
IMPEACHABLE OFFENSE by Bushfraud, along with dozens of other
crimes, including the ILLEGAL firing of numerous U.S. Attorneys.
So call Speaker of the House, Israeli MOSSAD asset Nancy Pelosi
at (202) 224-3121 and tell her it is about time she stopped
playing games and enforces the laws and Constitutional Rules of
the United States of America.

Speaking of insider trading, it can now be reported that NEW SMOKING
GUN 9/11 EVIDENCE is in possession of Justice Department officials
loyal to former Deputy Attorney General James Comey.
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The new evidence ties Bear Stearns hedge funds and a German
bank IKB to PRE-9/11 put options, i.e. short sales, placed on the
Chicago Board of Options.
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The conduit for this ILLEGAL trading was an offshoot of the Bear
Stearns Hedge Fund tied to Deutsche Bank called “Rhineland
Funding”.
“Rhineland Funding” has links to the noted Bush-Clinton-Mitt
Romney-CIA proprietary account in Andover, Massachusetts
called Marvelous Investments Ltd.

Bush-Clinton associate is WANTED fugitive
7/7 London bombings TERRORIST suspect
Eva Telege aka Teleke aka Teleki

Reference: Marvelous Investments Ltd. is headed by CEO and
noted fugitive and wanted 7/7 London bombings TERRORIST
suspect Eva TELEGE aka TELEKE aka TELEKI.
TELEGE aka TELEKE aka TELEKI has also been linked to the Al
Qaeda 9/11 cell in Hamburg, Germany, with direct ties to the
East German DVD-MOSSAD money laundering “Rhineland
Funding”.

AND NOW IT REALLY GETS WORSE!

“RHINELAND FUNDING” HAS BEEN FINGERED BY FBI
WHISTLEBLOWER SYBIL EDMONDS AS HAVING DIRECT
LINKS TO THE AMERICAN-TURKISH COUNCIL AND THE
BUSH-CLINTON 9/11 TIED BEAR STEARNS HEDGE
FUND THAT, ALONG WITH THE U.S. FEDERAL RESERVE,
HAS LOOTED THE U.S. TREASURY.

TODAY’S MEDIA WHORE ALERT
MSNBC’s Alex Witt showed her military intelligence “true colors”
on her Saturday morning show yesterday. Witt congratulated
right wing zealot Pat Buchanan for stealing 20,000 votes using
the noted “butterfly ballot” from duly elected President Albert
Gore in the state of Florida during the year 2000 presidential
election, i.e. coup d’ ‘etat.
The witch Witt actually said to Buchanan “God bless you”.
Witt conspired with Bush stooge Karl Rove, USC law professor
and anti-Al Gore and pro-Hillary stooge Susan Estrich, along
with MEGA MOSSAD internet mogul Matt Drudge, to circulate
smear stories on then Vice President Al Gore Jr. during his
presidential primary race against then Democratic Senator Bill
Bradley of New Jersey.

So, call NBC News at (202) 885-4200 and tell Alex Witt to hit the road
and get a job buying groceries for Hillary.
Now let’s deal with James Warren of the Chicago Tribune.
Today on Alex Witt’s MSNBC Sunday show Warren launched a personal
attack on non-inaugurated, duly elected President Albert Gore Jr. as
Warren remained in denial about the theft of the year 2000 presidential
election.
This discussion about duly elected President Al Gore was sparked by
Nader’s announcement that he will run for president in the year 2008.
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James Warren of the Chicago Tribune
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Warren gained his position as editor and chief of the British
Intelligence rag the Chicago Tribune by engaging in a 10-year
CLOSET homosexual relationship with former Illinois governor
and 9/11 commissioner James Thompson.

Warren, who has tested positive for AIDS, used this relationship as
blackmail to become editor and chief of the Chicago Tribune.
The punk Warren is also mixed up in the bribery and intimidation of
Florida election officials during the year 2000 vote re-count.
Warren has covered up the role of the Bush-Clinton Chicago
based law firm Shatkin, which helped in the bribes given to then
Democratic Miami-Dade County Mayor Alex Penelas to ensure
votes would not be counted in Dade County, Florida.
Reference: 2008 Presidential candidate Ralph Nader made
reference to the role of Penelas in the 2000 election theft from
Gore on today’s NBC Meet the Press.
Converted KHARZARIAN Jew John King of CNN did his best to
cover that up today.
Involved in the year 2000 presidential election bribes of Florida
election officials were Republican stooges James B. Baker,
Florida Governor Jeb Bush, slut Katherine Harris, Columbian
cartel drug lord Carlos Lehder and his attorney, UNELECTABLE
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton’s brother, Hugh Rodham and current
Democratic Congresswoman from Miami, Florida, KHARZARIAN
Jew Debbie Wasserman Schultz.

Co-conspirator James Baker and Bushfraud
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Wasserman Schultz worked DIRECTLY with Baker and Penelas
to shut down the Dade County vote re-count.

Ed Rendell endorses LOSER Hillary Clinton
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KHARZARIAN Jew Wasserman Schultz also worked with current
PRO-Hillary Democratic Governor of Pennsylvania, KHARZARIAN
Jew Ed Rendell in soliciting Florida-Gate 2000 BRIBE money
from Richard Mellon-Scaife’s Mellon Bank of Pennsylvania.

Richard Mellon-Scaife and Bill Clinton
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Mellon-Scaife helped underwrite and finance alleged
Independent Council Kenneth Starr, who was actually
blackmailing and not investigating the Clintons; in fact, he was
actually covering up for them and working with the Clintons in
trying to frame then Vice President Albert Gore Jr.

P.S. Sources close to European INTERPOL are reporting that
there is new evidence linking the assassination of British
weapon’s expert Dr. David Kelly to former British Prime Minister
and Dunblaine pedophile Tony Blair, Bush’s ILLEGAL Iraq War
co-conspirator.

TRAITORS
Bushfraud and pedophile Tony Blair
WANTED for Crimes Against Humanity
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Both Scotland Yard and European INTERPOL know that Kelly had
proof that the forged British Intelligence dossier that lied about
the presence of WMDs in Iraq was actually provided to Blair by
press agents, NOT intelligence experts.
Reference: Blair’s orders to “sex up” the dossier.
Note: Bush knowingly shook this forgery in the face of the
American People in a bald face, which has taken American men
and women to their death in Iraq.

P.P.S. USA Today reporter Tony Locy is currently facing contempt of
court proceedings for protecting her source in the unsolved anthrax
case.
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USAMRIID in Ft. Detrick, Maryland is a
major US biodefense research facility

The reporter is actually protecting the Bush Justice Department,
which tried to frame Dr. Steven Hatfill for sending the anthrax.
Hatfill, who was eventually cleared of any wrongdoing, was
being used as a patsy to take the fall for the real guilty party, a
former AMRIID employee named Dr. Philip M. Zackerie,
commonly known as Dr. Zack, is a DUAL ISRAELI-U.S. citizen
who was the actual subject of an inquiry by the FBI in the
anthrax case.

Zackerie aka Zack was allowed to leave the United States for
Israel BEFORE the FBI could interview him.

See related links at the end of this intelligence briefing.

TREASON CO-CONSPIRATORS
Former Attorney General John Ashcroft and
DHS Secretary dual Israeli Michael Chertoff
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Assisting Zackerie/Zack in updating his passport to leave the
U.S. was former Bushfraud Attorney General John Ashcroft and
current Department of Homeland Security Secretary and 9/11
co-conspirator, MOSSAD agent and KHARZARIAN Jew, DUAL
ISRAELI-U.S. citizen, TRAITOR Michael Chertoff.
Related: A reminder that TRAITOR Chertoff was instrumental in
assuring the release from custody and safe departure to ISRAEL
of the 9/11 “Dancing Israelis” BEFORE the FBI could complete
their investigation of these 9/11 suspects.

Former Fox News CEO Rupert Murdoch and Hillary Clinton
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Final notes: The Miami Herald newspaper is currently sitting on
a story linking Republican presidential candidate John McCain’s
wife, Cindy McCain, unelectable LOSER Hillary Clinton, Jeb Bush,
FOX News’ Rupert Murdoch, Florida Governor CLOSET
homosexual Charlie Crist and the National Enquirer tabloid to
various homosexual and bi-sexual porno websites actually
owned by Murdoch and the Enquirer.
They are currently also plotting to smear Democratic presidential
candidate Barack Obama on some “trumped up” cocaine story back in
1999.
THIS SMEAR STORY IS BEING ORCHESTRATED BY THE BUSHCLINTON GANG AS TO DEFLECT AWAY FROM THE MASSIVE
SCANDAL INVOLVING THE $700,000 THAT HAS BEEN SPENT BY
HILLARY’S CAMPAIGN ON HER ALLEGED CONSULTANT AND
CLOSET LESBIAN LOVER, MAJOR MOSSAD AGENT HUMA ABEDIN.
Guess who is the source on the alleged Obama contrived scandal. None
other than a Larry Sinclair, a former employee of the National Enquirer
and a contributor to LOSER Hillary’s campaign.

Clinton lifelong friend, attorney David E. Kendall
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And, guess who the attorney is for the National Enquirer. None other
than Clinton Whitewater defense counsel and lifelong friend from
Arkansas, David E. Kendall.
By the way folks, Kendal has also represented both John and Cindy
McCain.
Related:
…DAVID KENDALL WAS PREPARED TO BREATHE a sigh of relief
when his best-known clients, Bill and Hillary Clinton, left the
White House. But when you are involved with Bill Clinton, you are
in for life. Kendall is enmeshed in "Clintigation" even now. First he
had to defend the President against allegations that his lastminute pardons were payoffs. Then Kendall found himself in
Arkansas and before the US Supreme Court trying-unsuccessfully--to prevent his client's disbarment.
Clinton is not Kendall's life work. In the era before Clinton, he was
one of Washington's sharpest libel lawyers for his chief client, the
Washington Post…Kendall, who spent years as libel lawyer for the
National Enquirer.
http://www.washingtonian.com/articles/people/6490.html

They are all peas in the same pod!
How dare you, you conspiratorial
tyrants and kings and notable queens!

Related ISRAELI Dr. Zackerie aka Zack and ANTHRAX:
…Documents from the inquiry show that one unauthorized person who
was observed entering the lab building at night was Langford's
predecessor, Lt. Col. Philip Zack, who at the time no longer worked at
Fort Detrick. A surveillance camera recorded Zack being let in at 8:40
p.m. on Jan. 23, 1992, apparently by Dr. Marian Rippy, a lab pathologist
and close friend of Zack's, according to a report filed by a security
guard…MORE
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/ARCHIVE/ctnow_com%20SPECIALS.htm

…Before the investigation of Dr. Hatfill captured national headlines,
another insider scientist had come under FBI scrutiny without much
media fanfare. It was easy to miss the few stories published in January
2002 about Lt. Col. Philip Zack, who, like Hatfill, also had access to a
well-equipped laboratory with lax security. Zack, moreover, actually
worked with military-grade anthrax at Fort Detrick.
Dr. Zack left Fort Detrick in December 1991 amid allegations of
unprofessional conduct. The Jewish scientist and others were accused of
harassing their co-worker, Dr. Ayaad Assaad, until the Egyptian-born
American scientist quit, according to an article in Connecticut’s The
Hartford Courant, the country’s oldest newspaper in continuous
publication. Dr. Assaad sued the Army, claiming discrimination after
Zack’s badgering.
Although Dr. Zack was let go, he returned frequently to visit friends,
and used the Fort Detrick laboratories for “off-the-books” work after
hours. After reports of missing biological specimens—including anthrax,
Ebola and the simian AIDs virus—came to light, as well as reports of
unauthorized research, a review of surveillance camera tapes recorded
Dr. Zack entering the lab late on the night of Jan. 23, 1992, according
to The Hartford Courant report. He was let in that night by Marian
Rippy, a lab pathologist and close friend of Zack’s, although she now
says she has no memory of the evening. She did say that Zack
occasionally visited and that other friends let him in.
Inexplicably, the national press ignored these documented unauthorized
visits to a top-secret government lab embroiled in the anthrax attacks.
Did journalists fear being labeled anti-Semitic for casting suspicions on
a Jewish scientist?
http://www.washington-report.org/archives/sept-oct02/0209018.html

Wednesday, August 02, 2006
It's a small world, anthrax division
Before I leap back into the world of boycotts, a slight detour into the
subject of the American anthrax attacks:
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld owns a considerable number of
shares in a corporation called Gilead Sciences;
Gilead owns the intellectual property rights to Tamiflu;
Tamiflu is a pharmaceutical touted by the Bush Administration as a
remedy for anthrax (although in fact it is not indicated for anthrax);
the anthrax attacks on the United States vastly increased the demand
for Tamiflu, and thus increased the value of Gilead, and thus made
Rumsfeld a lot of money;
the anthrax for the attacks almost certainly came from an American
military laboratory at Fort Detrick;
one of the named suspects at the lab is Philip Zack, a man who left the
lab in 1991 after being involved in a racist attack against a fellow
scientist of Arab origin, and a man who was observed
having unauthorized access to the area of the lab containing the Ames
strain of anthrax used in the attacks, around the time that some of the
anthrax went missing (he had such access in 1992, after he had left the
lab);
Philip Zack attracted a mysterious lack of official interest in the
investigation of the anthrax attacks (as opposed to the completely
innocent Steven Hatfill, who was hounded by the FBI, almost as if he
were a distraction); and
Philip Zack, as neatly described here (found via here), went on to
work for Gilead (identified from a scientific paper published in December
2000).
I know it is a small world, but is it that small?
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Pharmacokinetics and Safety of an Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth
Factor Aptamer (NX1838) Following Injection into the Vitreous Humor of
Rhesus Monkeys
Daniel W. Drolet1 , Joyce Nelson2, Christopher E. Tucker3, Philip M.
Zack3, Kerry Nixon2, Richard Bolin3, Mark B. Judkins2, James A.
Farmer2, Julie L. Wolf3, Stanley C. Gill3 and Raymond A. Bendele3
(1) Gilead Sciences Inc., 2860 Wilderness Place, Boulder, CO, 80301
(2) Sierra Biomedical, 587 Dunn Circle, Sparks, NV, 89431
(3) Gilead Sciences Inc., 2860 Wilderness Place, Boulder, CO, 80301
Rumsfeld's growing stake in Tamiflu
Defense Secretary, ex-chairman of flu treatment rights holder, sees
portfolio value growing.
October 31, 2005: 10:55 AM EST
By Nelson D. Schwartz, Fortune senior writer
NEW YORK (Fortune) - The prospect of a bird flu outbreak may be
panicking people around the globe, but it's proving to be very good
news for Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and other politically
connected investors in Gilead Sciences, the California biotech company
that owns the rights to Tamiflu, the influenza remedy that's now the
most-sought after drug in the world.
Rumsfeld served as Gilead (Research)'s chairman from 1997 until he
joined the Bush administration in 2001, and he still holds a Gilead stake
valued at between $5 million and $25 million, according to federal
financial disclosures filed by Rumsfeld. MORE

http://cnnmoney.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=Defense+Secretary+Rumsfeld+sees+growth+in+Gilead+stake+-+Oct.
+31%2C+2005&expire=&urlID=16080875&fb=Y&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmoney.cnn.com%2F2005%2F10%2F31%2Fnews%2Fnewsmakers%2Ffortune_rumsfeld%2F&partner
ID=2200

THE BUSH-CLINTON CRIME SYNDICATE
MUST TRY TO STAY IN CONTROL OF THE
U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AS THEY FACE
MASSIVE PROSECUTIONS FOR
HIGH TREASON
AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

*** A REMINDER: Homosexual gays and lesbians who are "INTHE-CLOSET" are a MAJOR THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY
being vulnerable to blackmail and extortion by self-serving,
hostile entities against the safety, security, sovereignty and best
interests of the American People.

CLARIFICATION: Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People
are NOT the same as the war mongering ZIONIST KHAZAR JEWS

NOTICE: Occasionally the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate
controlled NSA and FBI Division 5 invade this intelligence blog
changing or removing images, pictures and phraseology for the
purpose of trying to keep you, the American People, illinformed. Make special note of the pics and images they remove
off these briefings and/or are scrubbing off the internet.

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds
of highly credible sources inside American and European
Intelligence Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is really
going on behind the scenes of the controlled MSM cover up
propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and illusions.
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GOD BLESS AMERICA, LAND THAT WE LOVE

